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Avery's Island, near New Iberia, La., covers
144 acres and is of a remarkable degree of
purity. Along the Virgin River in Nevada
is a bluff twenty-five miles long, over sixty
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Figures  Represent Millions of Barrels
PRODUCTION IN AVERAGE YEARS
Only those states are named which report
over 3,000,000 barrels of salt in a year.
per cent of which is salt of high grade. Ex-
tensive deposits occur in the Carpathian
Mountains, and some mines there have been
worked since the twelfth century. The most
celebrated salt mines in the world are at
Wieliczka, near Cracow, where streets and
houses for the miners have been excavated
from the salt. Some of these mines extend
over thirty miles, and are a series of vaulted
chambers supported on huge pillars of salt.
How Salt is Obtained. The simplest
method of obtaining salt is by the evapora-
tion of sea water, but this is seldom done
except in countries which have no other
source of supply. It consists in conducting
sea water into shallow tanks and then evap-
orating the water by artificial heat or by the
sun's rays. Underground brines are ex-
tracted by driving wells through which they
are pumped to ibhe surface. Rock salt is
mined just like any other mineral. When
brought to the surface it is either shipped in
large lumps or put through a Breaker," or
series of crushers, toothed rolls and screens,
for breaking up the lumps.
It sometimes happens that rock salt is in
such a geological formation that the or-
dinary mining methods will not do. In this
case a well is bored down to the salt de-
posit in the same manner as an oil well. It
is customary to case the well with a pipe;
inside of this is put a second tubing, which
•usually extends to a lower depth than the
outer pipe. Water is forced down between
the outer and inner tubing. The water at
the bottom dissolves the salt, and the solu-
tion is forced up through the inner tube.
It is also possible to bore se^ral wells,
the water being forced down on^ and the
brine up the other. The coarser grades of
salt are produced by allowing the water to
 Outline on Salt
I.	sources
 (1)	Saltwater
 (2)	Brine springs
 (3)	Rock salt
II.	production
(1)	Methods
 (a)	Evaporation of sea water
 (b)	Boring wells
 (c)	Mining
(2)	Chief producers
III.	uses
 (1)	Seasoning and preserving
 (2)	For chemicals

 (a)	Soda
 (b)	Chlorine
(3)	Miscellaneous
 (a)	Glazing pottery
 (b)	Hardening soap
 (c)	Making glass clearer
 (d)	Fertili2er
IV.	interesting facts
 (1)	References to salt in the Bible
 (2)	Meaning    among    orientals
 (3)	Arab phrases
 (4)	The Persians7 method of ex-
pressing disloyalty
(5)	Use of salt for money
Questions on Salt
What is salt?
What process causes the formation
of salt deposits?
Where is most of the salt extracted
from sea water produced? What is it
generally called?
What are the processes of drying?
By which process is the best salt pro-
duced ?
Where in the United States is
rock salt found? Where underground
springs or wells ?
For what lias salt been used since
the earliest times?
What are some other uses for salt?
Is salt unknown anywhere in the
world?
Why are some people called "the
salt of the earth"?
How does salt preserve meat and
fish?
Where in the United States have
large salt works been recently estab-
lished?
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